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If you're like the average business person, your workload is overwhelming you. There are only

twenty-four hours in a day, but you keep losing time to email, billing, scheduling, transcription, and

more administrative details than you can manage. You're drowning. And you're wasting your time.

Why spend hours on tasks outside your strengths?If you want to be less stressed and more

productive, you need help, and The Virtual Assistant Solution shows you how to skip the hassle of

recruiting, hiring, and training a traditional assistant and get the flexible, customized help you need

today. Whether you're an author, coach, consultant, corporate executive, creative, doctor,

entrepreneur, nonprofit leader, lawyer, pastor, or professor, a virtual assistant can finally give you

the relief you're looking for and give you the freedom to focus on only what you can do.The Virtual

Assistant Solution reveals:why a virtual assistant is the most important step in taking your business

to the next level;answers to the most common questions and objections about using a virtual

assistant;an easy tool for quickly identifying the tasks you need to offload now;essential apps and

services to maximize your virtual assistant relationship.We could all use more margin. But youâ€™re

wasting your time and talents if youâ€™re spending them on low-payoff activities. Hiring a virtual

assistant will help you offload the work that's holding you back and invest your energy in what you

do best.Praise for Michael Hyatt's New York Times Bestselling Book, Platformâ€œMichael Hyatt has

given much of his professional career to helping others achieve their potential. And he helps others

by pioneering a way and then teaching people his way.â€•â€”Donald Miller, New York Times

bestselling author of Blue Like Jazz
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If you want to learn the (really valuable) stuff Michael Hyatt has to share about virtual assistants, just

search his blog. I've really benefited from his writing there, and there's very little new content here. I

expected that to be largely true, and the book was only $2.99 - so my complaint isn't a big one.

What left me most disappointed, though, was the lack of discussing any options other than EAHelp,

which is priced at the top of the market ($36/hour for 5 hours per week). I'd have loved some

discussions about other domestic options that are not at a premium price point in order to make this

more actionable for those of us who don't have budget for the high end of the market.

I received a free copy of this book for an honest review and it was a timely topic. During the time I

read it I was also in the employment market and had an interview scheduled for becoming a virtual

assistant, so I was intrigued by the information it would provide.Michael provides a quick and

informative read here, breaking the topics into easily digestible pieces. The book is of value to

anyone considering hiring a VA and also to others who may have the skills to consider becoming

one. It quickly but thoroughly provides a look at this type of relationship and the value it can be to all

parties.I read the book in a short amount of time and found it to be conversational--even casual--in

places, so if you enjoy reading something that doesn't feel like a policy manual or textbook, you will

enjoy this. Michael provides pointers and ideas for tools that can help a relationship with a VA be

productive and effective, so the book covers the scope from considering a VA to how to effectively

work with one, and even suggests some fee ranges. Chapters include: "Why You Need a Virtual

Assistant," "Answering the Most Common Questions," and "Tools for Staying in Sync."The one

hesitancy I have with the book is that one particular VA firm is highlighted in the book more than

once* (mostly in the forward and appendix) and the reader is encouraged to contact that firm for a

quote. Some readers may prefer that links to several options for firms providing this type of

assistance have been included as a resource since the book does deal with the topic in general.

However, the material provided is still valuable, and the firm mentioned seems to be one of the

leaders in the industry and a worthwhile one to consider.*Note, Michael has the wise policy of only



recommending services he has had personal experience with, which is why the book does not

contain a list of other possibilities.

Michael Hyatt has built a good reputation and business for himself and I enjoy his blog posts and

other writings. Although I don't know him personally, I respect what he's accomplished and the way

he's gone about doing it.That said. This book doesn't seem to be one of his best efforts. The

forward and appendix are both by the CEO of eaHelp, Brian Miles. The chapters in between seem

as much a sales pitch that could be downloaded from the eaHelp web site as actual content.Sure

there a few good nuggets of information, but overall, I felt like I was being sold rather than

illuminated.Perhaps my perspective was tainted a bit. I've used several VA companies over the

years (eaHelp was not one of them) and I currently have a fantastic individual that helps me in this

role. So, I definitely see the value of and have benefited from a good VA.

Michael Hyatt gives concrete ideas on the reason to have them virtual assistant and how to make

the relationship work.In addition to the rationale he also gives specific tools that he uses. Although

some of these tools might have changed over time, the concepts will remain for a long time.If you're

thinking of getting a virtual assistant, this book is exactly what you need to read.

I may be wrong, but anyone looking into getting a VA (or EA per eahelp) will not necessarily need

this book. :) They probably already agree with every point the book makes. I did!Unfortunately,

although eahelp is probably the most top-notch VA source out there, it is not for everyone. I have a

little web design company and can't afford their prices yet.Don't get me wrong... it's not like the

whole book is about eahelp... not at all! In fact, this book is a GREAT resource to give to your boss

or someone you're trying to convince of the need of a VA. This book is more than a simple article on

the topic, and the author is a solid professional and big voice in that world.I would recommend this

to 1) anyone who has the budget for additional, quality help, 2) anyone who's trying to get their

manager/boss to allow them some additional help, and 3) the people who are not yet convinced of

the need or who have never heard of a VA.

The book highlights the benefits of a virtual assistant and what they can do for you to ease your

burden; however, the book is beneficial in helping the reader understand how to offload traditional

work as well.Michael highlights his experience with eaHELP and the tools he uses for success. The

tools section (chapter 6) is worth the price of this book alone.i don't have the need for a virtual



assistant but did help me re-think how I am approaching my work and where I need to delegate to

someone else or even automate.This is a great book for understanding how a virtual assistant can

help you go farther, faster.
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